
In the late 1980s, Hamilton native Ted Hawkins (60) realized that the once

booming Canadian music industry, which had sustained him for 15 years, had

dried up. He packed up his few belongings and moved to Kensington Market,

where he had always imagined he would fit in. “I always wanted to live

in Kensington Market because it’s the main place in English

Canada for activism… for socialism,” he told me. Shortly thereafter he

established the beginnings of what would become a company that would attract

marginal workers looking to make ends meet. In its own way, El Cheapo Moving

and Deliveries, which started out with a single, broken down truck moving single

bedroom apartments, created a haven for the down-and-out, or for creative

types looking for ways to get by in a competitive metropolis.

While Ted likes to jokingly refer to his story as a “Portrait of a Loser,” hinting

at the hardships of establishing a business in a tough market, after about 25

years of business, El Cheapo has grown into a successful enterprise.

At the same time, however, he is aware of the fact that both Kensington

Market and his company, tend to attract outsiders. “I’m an outsider” he

likes to say. The people who work for him often are too. “I’ve had

weirdos working me,” he adds. “I like things to be kind of ‘low’” by

which he means “sketchy.” The market is often celebrated for its gritty

atmosphere and rough edges.

As a case in point, his hiring criteria usually involves a list of “Not’s”:

“Not drunk, not mentally ill, not people who can’t get along with others, not 

people who can’t lift, and not drug addicts.” 

Ted likes to describe the El Cheapo working atmosphere as a “Gypsie

Carnival.” About 50% of his workers are temporary migrants from Ireland

who come in the absence of employment opportunities in their debt stricken

homeland. The rest of his crew are made up of “a lot of musicians, out of

work lighting and sounds guys, artists, and First Nations guys…[who]

bounce around a lot.” A lot of them, he says, are your “basic weirdos” or

“sad stories” who have been out of luck in finding other kinds of

employment, often through no fault of their own. He laments the fact that

many of his employees are discriminated against in Toronto’s job market

because of their ethnic or economic background, another reason for which he

supports socialism.

Some of Joel’s music is inspired by the struggles he has faced as an artist

and blue-collar laborer in the post-recession era:

AMERICAN DREAMS (excerpt)

When love's a cruel joke and work is hard to find 

When you're drowning in debt you took on in better times 

There's an anger deep down you don't want to admit 

Is taking control of you bit by bit 

Well it's surely broken this American dream 

That we believed in since the day we could read 

Around you and me the waters have grown 

Feels like our future's been stolen right from under our nose 

Well you've got to pray for the rain 

To fall on these fires, before the flames grow higher 

You've got to smile on your brothers 

'Cause all we have is each other, in the end 

“I released this song called ‘American Dreams,’ which was basically of

struggling after the financial crisis, as well as myself, but feeling

representative of a larger demographic.”

Joel Battle (32) works as a driver and mover at El Cheapo. He moved from

Vancouver five years ago to pursue a career as a Canadian musician. Unlike

many of his customers, he didn’t need a truck to move his few belongings

across the country: “Just took a plane here with a hockey bag for

the clothes and a guitar. Just slid her in.” Since then he’s been

stitching together a motley of day jobs to make ends meet as he hones his craft

as a folk, heartland rock, and pop artist.

At the moment, he supplements his income with a catering job and as a stage-

hand, setting up equipment for other performers. He plays regular gigs at the

Cadillac Lounge in the summer, and has a Friday night spot reserved for him at

his local watering hole, the Sonic Cafe, located on Cecil street, just outside

Kensington Market.

“I’ve done all these jobs…I’ve done snow removal, I’ve done 

landscaping and mowing lawns. I’ve worked in a Greek 

restaurant. I’ve worked as a bartender.  It’s a long list.  But 

it’s exposed me to a lot of different things and I guess I’ve 

realized that I like laborer jobs.”  

“I think it’s a running joke now in Toronto. Everyone knows you’ve got to have

three jobs...But the amount of stress that goes with having three jobs…”

“The management that comes up trying to get the hours necessary to put

together a decent work week, week in and week out, is a lot of stress and it’s a

lot of work and it’s keeping the work coming in becomes like a hustle, and a job

in itself. After five years, I’m kind of used to it but when I first got here I was

like “Whoa, like this is scary.”

“Am I ever going to get out of this lifestyle and am I ever going 

to get…married and have kids? … Am I ever going to be able to 

buy a car…?”

The first time I saw Scotty Campbell (52), he was walking out of the snow and

into Sonic Café on Cecil Street after a long day moving furniture with the El

Cheapo crew. His slick, black, pompadour hairstyle was the first clue that he

wasn’t your conventional office guy. Scotty is one of Ted Hawkin’s (El

Cheapo Boss) best friends from Hamilton. He owns a house there, but crashes on

Ted’s couch in Kensington Market two weekends a month so he can put in a

couple of shifts at El Cheapo. He loves the market and says he wants to repay his

friend for putting him up for three years when his long-term trucking job was

liquidated. But if you want to understand Scotty’s relationship with life choices

and precarious labor, you had best hear it from him:

Joel knows he’s not alone in his labor

struggles, and expresses how he relates to his

co-workers at El Cheapo and beyond.

“I think everyone’s…feeling the 

burn and there’s a lot of part time 

work. And for…our generation, our 

demographic, students and just 

laborers, like myself, are finding 

most employers are just offering 

part time work.”
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